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Harman Professional introduces its HiQnet Audio Architect version 1.1 professional audio
configuration and control platform , an upgrade that
brings new functionality and features, including control of Audinate Dante-enabled devices,
enhanced functionality for BSS Audio and Crown products, better on-screen control interfaces
and others.

    

Audio Architect is the software element of Harman’s Architectural Media Systems, and is a
single control platform for all devices in a HiQnet sound system, from microphone to speaker. 
Harman Architectural Media Systems combines the processing power of BSS Audio and Crown
Audio’s category leading amplifier technology with the configuration and control capabilities of
HiQnet Audio Architect.  This solution provides audio professionals with the most complete,
versatile platform available for small to large-scale AV system design, with the single point
accountability of one-stop comprehensive support and logistics.  Architectural Media Systems
provides networked audio connectivity via the designer’s choice of AVB, Harman’s proprietary
BLU Link bus, Cirrus CobraNet or Audinate Dante.

      

To facilitate system setup, Audio Architect 1.1 utilizes graphical, diagrammatic representations
of the installed or live sound venue, and the components and loudspeakers in the system.
Devices “understand” both their physical and logical placement – in racks, arrays and rooms –
and the software “learns” how they are to be used in the real world, while offering extensive
setup and configuration capabilities, now further enhanced with version 1.1.
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Audio Architect 1.1 now supports the Audinate Dante-enabled BSS Audio Soundweb London
BLU-806 signal processor and BLU-326 I/O expander devices. Version 1.1 also enables signal
naming and signal following in the software’s BSS Soundweb London Route Audio Mode, giving
users the ability to trace signals quickly and easily through the open architecture of a BSS
Soundweb London device and between Soundweb London devices over the network.

    

Go Harman HiQnet Audio Architect version 1.1
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